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US Ambassador Presents
ILEA Valor Award
to Péter Pakányi

ILEA Budapest
Welcomes New
Director John Terpinas
In July, FBI Supervisory Special Agent John Terpinas assumed
the duties of Director, ILEA Budapest. An FBI Agent since 1995,
SSA Terpinas comes to ILEA with a distinguished background
with years of experience in counterterrorism and international
training.
A graduate of the University of Illinois (B.A.) and the California
Western School of Law (J.D.), Director Terpinas also holds a
Master of Military Studies from the Marine Corps University.
Upon graduation from law school, Director Terpinas served
two years as a criminal prosecutor in Chicago, Illinois. While
assigned to the Chicago FBI Field Office, Director Terpinas
worked primarily on international counterterrorism
investigations and was both a member of an enhanced
SWAT team and a Special Agent Bomb Technician.
In 2003, SSA Terpinas was promoted to FBIHQ and was
detailed to the White House, Homeland Security Council. As
Director of Law Enforcement and Investigations, SSA Terpinas
focused on interagency counterterrorism policy and crisis
management. At the conclusion of the White House
assignment, SSA Terpinas was promoted to Unit Chief in the
FBI Counterterrorism Division.

Péter Pakányi, ILEA PT Instructor, was on vacation this
August enjoying a wine festival at Abrahámhegy, near
Hungary's famous Lake Balaton. Péter noticed a man
lying unconscious on the ground, and sensed that
something was wrong.
After recognizing the symptoms of cardiac arrest, Péter
immediately began application of CPR. After Péter
administered twenty minutes of vigorous CPR,
paramedics eventually arrived and took over
treatment of the victim.
Without Péter's CPR, the man would have died. Having
been trained last fall in a CPR course taught by US
Embassy Medical Unit personnel, Péter knew exactly
what to do and did not hesitate.
His heroism was recognized in an award ceremony
presided over by Ambassador Eleni Tsakopoulos
Kounalakis on September 8, 2011 when she presented
Péter with the ILEA Valor Award. Péter's example is an
encouragement to all of us to take CPR training, and
be prepared to use this life saving knowledge.
This story is so inspiring that United States Embassy
Foreign Service Health Practitioner Judy Helmle has
submitted it to the United States Department of State
Medical Bureau for publication in its newsletter and
nominated Péter for the Lifesaving Award from the
American Heart Association.

Prior to assuming the ILEA directorship, SSA Terpinas was a
Professor of National Security Studies and FBI Chair at the
National Defense University (NDU), Industrial College of the
Armed Forces. While at NDU, SSA Terpinas taught graduate
level courses on National Security and Nation-Building. During
his FBI Career, Director Terpinas has traveled widely allowing
him to witness firsthand the training needs of ILEA Budapest
member countries.
Director Terpinas is eager to apply his experience in
investigations, tactics, and training at ILEA. He will be deeply
involved in the ongoing curriculum review and has already
instituted a new ILEA tradition, the Bogrács Challenge.
Married with two school age children, Director Terpinas is
thrilled to be living and working in Budapest where he can
pursue his passion for cycling and running in the beautiful
Hungarian countryside.
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The Bogracs Challenge
One of the great experiences for LEA participants is the
challenging hike through the Ram Canyon and then the
delicious lunch of Hungarian Gulyás served at the top of the
mountain. Traditionally gulyás is prepared in a large black
kettle, called a bogracs, heated over an open fire. To
commemorate the successful completion of a challenging
series of physical training awards, ILEA Session #82 was the
first group to receive their own souvenir bogracs imprinted
with their session number.
The Bogracs Challenge consists of a series of running, hiking,
and physical challenges. The goal is to create a series of
challenging but fun activities that all participants can
achieve at their own pace. For many ILEA participants the
physical training program is an opportunity to get in shape
and develop a healthy lifestyle. The Bogracs Challenge is
designed to inspire and encourage active participation in
the physical training program.
Now when participants graduate from ILEA, they will leave
not only in better shape but with an identifiable symbol of
their time here. New ILEA Director John Terpinas anticipates
that the ILEA Bogracs will become an identifiable symbol
proudly displayed in offices throughout the region as a
demonstration of an officer's successful completion of ILEA
training.
After all, every officer has a collection of diplomas and
award certificates, but the ILEA Bogracs is a unique symbol of
accomplishment and a great conversation piece.
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Bogracs Challenge Events
• Initial 2400 Meter Run
• Ram Canyon Hike
• Cross Fit Gym Workout
• Run to the top of Jánoshegy in the Normafa Park
• 5.3 Km Run around Margaret Island
• Team Wall Climbing
• Hike through the Normafa Forest
• Final 2400 Meter Run
Participants who successfully complete all of these
events are awarded their won souvenir bogracs.
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Interpreters:
The Key to Understanding
Many people are involved in making ILEA work. The most visible are those
who stand in front of the class and speak, but without the work of our
interpreters, the speaker’s words would not be understood. In short, ILEA
can only teach what can be interpreted and for instructors, staff, and
participants to understand one another, ILEA must have good interpreters.
Fortunately ILEA has a group of extremely experienced translators who
have years of experience and are highly valued members of the ILEA
family. The key to their work is a love for communication and the ability to
“short cut to the message.”
Our interpreters are careful to point out that they are not “translators” who
produce a literal translation of a text, but interpreters who concentrate on
meaning. To do this job well requires an ability to listen to one language
and instantly speak in another. In addition to requiring great linguistic skill,
the interpreter must be familiar with the specialized vocabulary and slang
of law enforcement, and have the cultural understanding to phrase their
words to respect social customs and nuances.
When asked about the challenge of handling the wide variety of English
accents, the translators respond unanimously that they enjoy hearing the
variety of accents that ILEA instructors have. What causes them great
difficulty are speakers who mumble and don’t speak clearly. For the
interpreters it is a point of pride to sound convincing and articulate, but
there is only so much that a good interpreter can do to make a poor
speaker sound organized.
The interpreters don’t work full time at ILEA; they are assigned to work just
for the courses that require their languages. For some this can be up to six
months a year. Just like the ILEA staff, the interpreters get to know the
participants extremely well, and each class becomes like a family.

New Courses at ILEA
ILEA has introduced new topics into its
Specialized Courses Program. Though
FLETC has already taught its leadership
program numerous times before, it was for
the first time that the classes were
specifically designed for woman police
officers. In this course, Croatia, Slovakia
and Hungary were each represented with
10 female delegates. During the summer
months, FBI presented two new topics.
They taught a week-long course on how
to interview victims and witnesses to
Kazakh, Ukrainian and Hungarian officers
followed by a five-day public corruption
course for delegates of Bulgaria, Romania
and Macedonia. In July, the US
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
has also joined the team of instructing
agencies at ILEA. They teach three-day
courses for police officers and
prosecutors on investigating and
adjudicating environmental criminal
cases.
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As the participants speak candidly to the interpreters in their mother
tongues, it is clear how much they appreciate the opportunity to be at
ILEA. The communication flows two ways. Instructors and staff would
never know what our participants were thinking and feeling without the
ability of the interpreters to express what their thoughts.
For the ILEA interpreters, who love to bring people together through
communication, ILEA is a wonderful place to work. The interpreters believe
strongly in the ILEA mission and the opportunity to participate in this
mission is the most rewarding task that an interpreter can have. ILEA
benefits tremendously from their efforts.
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Dear ILEA Staff
The Hungarian delegation of ILEA Session #82 has
these thoughts about their ILEA training.
On behalf of the Hungarian delegation we would like
to thank ILEA for the opportunity to take part in this very
professional eight (8) week training program. The
seminars and team building exercises are very
interesting and of great value. Team building and
national dinners have provided the students the benefit
of meeting and interacting with our fellow classmates
from the different delegations as well as our instructors.
The Hungarian delegation found the instructional block
with Végh József and Farkas István which included the
use of the Tactical House the most beneficial. There
should be a greater emphasis on this type of training
while here at the Academy.

Farewell to Director
Penny Hoback

It is a great experience for us to have personal
contacts from USA Law Enforcement Agencies as we
sometimes have cases that cross into America territory.
We are also very happy and feel lucky to have Jeff Kerr
as a class coordinator. He is a great guy!

Penny Hoback, SSA, FBI, our previous director, served in
Budapest from 2008 to 2011. While she worked with us, she
constantly fostered the US and the Hungarian partnership
and cooperation. She met with the Heads of the Law
Enforcement entities and invited as many officers to
observe or/and attend ILEA trainings as she could. She
became a good friend of the ITCCMC, the MEPA and the
CEPOL here at the Böszörményi street.

We thank you for the full service accommodations
including uniforms, meals and free time activities that
we have available to us while at ILEA. It is a tremendous
opportunity for us all.

In recognition of the outstanding and exemplary work
performed at her special field of activity in the interest of
the Hungarian Law Enforcement Agencies, Dr. Sándor
Pintér, the Minister of Interior presented her a ceremonial
dagger as a memorial token. Minister Pinter handed over
the award on 06/27/11 at ILEA at the Opening Ceremony
of the “Best practices in Multicultural Policing“ seminar.
If you would like to contact Penny Hoback, please write to
ilea@ilea.hu

Session 82 Coordinator Jeff Kerr celebrates a great
Hungarian National Night Dinner with the members of
the Hungarian Delegation
Do you have any news to share? Any exciting stories to tell? Have
you celebrated any awards or promotions? If so, we would like to
hear from you. Please contact us (ilea@ilea.hu), and we will
share your news in our Alumni Newsletter. Don't worry about your
English ability, we can help!
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